Literati 2022

Emoji World

According to a survey for Adobe,
eight out of ten people think that
people using emojis are more
friendly and approachable.
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Fest Of Languages Linguists In Multiple Competitions

Saviours of
tomorrow
Amitians present their action plan at MCOP-3
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School principal Arti Chopra addresses the participants

AIS Gurugram 46

he school hosted 11th
Literati - A Festival of
Languages, based on the
theme ‘Rejuvenation’ from May
6-13, 2022. The event envisioned
as a means to hone linguistic excellence and creativity by Dr
(Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools and
RBEF, saw the participation of
550 students from 43 schools
across Delhi/NCR and Amity
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Schools from Gwalior, Raipur,
Lucknow and Mumbai. The festival held virtually, comprised 11
competitions in five languages
namely, Sanskrit, Hindi, German, French and English.
AIS PV won third position in
‘Rhythm’; AIS MV and AIS PV
held second and third positions
respectively in ‘Dubbomania’;
‘Curtain Call’ had AIS Gur 46
at first position, AIS MV at second position and AIS PV and
AIS Gwalior both at the third

The linguists of Literati
place; AIS Gur 46 and AIS PV
fetched first and second position
respectively in ‘Director’s Cut’;
in ‘German Story Writing &
Narration’ AIS Gur 46 grabbed
first position and AIS Saket came
third; AIS Gur 43, AIS Gur 46
and AIS Saket secured first, second and third position respectively in ‘French Poem’; in
‘Sanskrit Shloka Gaayan’ AIS
Vas 6 bagged first position and
AIS MV stood second; AIS Vas
1, AIS Gur 46 and AIS PV se-

Cyber security workshop
Security Concerns Of The Virtual World

AIS Noida

lass VI-VIII participated in myriad activities under ‘Ek Bharat
Shrestha Bharat’ programme
from May 18-23, 2022 to foster the spirit of national integration and bonhomie. A quiz
based on ‘seven regional wonders of India’ was conducted
to acquaint students with the
awe-inspiring monuments of
India. A fashion show based
on Indian dresses was also organised to promote understanding of the cultural
diversity of India. The budding writers too actively participated in essay writing
competition on ‘Mera Rajya:
Mera Abhimaan’. The activities instilled in students the indomitable spirit of ‘Ek Bharat
Shrestha Bharat’.

Dressed in traditional attire

cured first, second and third position respectively in ‘Voicing
The Opinion’; in ‘Vaad Vivaad’
AIS MV and AIS Gur 43
grabbed first position, AIS Gur
46 and AIS Saket got second position and AIS Noida and AIS
Saket secured third position; AIS
Gur 46 secured third position in
‘Novella’ and second position in
‘Panorama’. Both AIS Gur 46
and AIS MV were declared overall winners with AIS MV lifting
the overall trophy. G T
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A police officer makes students aware about cyber security
AIS Pushp Vihar

he school conducted a
cyber security workshop
on May 11, 2022 for students of Class VI-VIII, with the

aim to apprise them of the cyber
space threats. The event was
graced by Benita Mary Jaiker,
Deputy Commissioner of Police,
South; Inspector Anil Malik,
SHO Saket; Inspector Arun

Verma, SHO Cyber Police Station; Sub-inspector Vikas Sangwan; Sub-inspector Sanjay and
Constable Kuldeep. They apprised the students about phishing, morphing, hacking, etc., and
how to fight such problems.
Towards the end of the workshop, a short quiz was conducted
to assess how well the students
were equipped to face challenges
of the online world.
It was followed by a question
and answer session wherein students put forth several queries
about cyber security and potential threats, that were answered
to their satisfaction. They understood the seriousness of the increasing cyber crimes, and the
need to be prudent when they are
on a virtual platform. G T
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AIS Vasundhara 6

iny tots of Class I celebrated July 12, 2022 as
No Plastic Day, heeding
to the clarion call by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, for eliminating the use of single use
plastic from our daily lives. The
aim of the activity was to sensitise the young future citizens
about a healthy and pollution
free environment, and the harmful effects of plastic on animals,
humans, and aquatic life.
All the students brought steel
tiffins and bottles, and cloth pencil pouches, to mark the day.

Championing Biodiversity
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AERC

Authority of India); K Bharat
Reddy, youth ambassador, UN
andini Aggarwal (XI), CBD; and Chantal Robichaud,
and Aryan Thukral associate program management
(XII) from AIS Guru- officer, Youth Focal Point CBD,
gram 46, along with Harshita and many more. During the
Pareek (XII) and Gargi Jhun- conference, delegates were dijhunwala (XI) from AIS Va- vided into groups, wherein they
sundhara 6, participated in formulated action plans on the
WWF-Model Conference of
agenda given to them.
Parties (3) from June 13Harshita Pareek, Gargi
16, 2022, and on July 4,
Jhunjhunwala
and
2022. An initiative by
Nandini Aggarwal
World Wildlife Fund
gave a presentation
(WWF) India, MCOP-3
on ‘Rainwater haris a simulation of the
vesting and wetland
Harshita
Pareek
Convention of Bioconservation’. They
logical
Diversity
presented a smart
(CBD) bodies, that involves the action plan, highlighting imporstudents in various decision- tance of commitment.
making processes and enables The conference was attended by
them to gain the required knowl- 76 student delegates, selected
edge to combat various environ- from 28 states and 8 UT’s pan
mental issues. It is held annually India. The session was also live
by WWF, a worldwide organisa- streamed on YouTube and varition committed to protect biodi- ous other sites to showcase the
versity and nature, in partnership young talent.
with bodies like UNEP, UNDP, Post the conference, Harshita
NBA, CBD and IUCN-CEC.
Pareek of AIS Vas 6 was apThe conference included in- pointed as the Additional Secreformative sessions by experts, tary of the MCOP-3 Student
including Dr Vinod Mathur, Council to carry forward the inichairman (National Biodiversity tiative throughout the year.

Heritage assembly
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AIS Gwalior

he school organised a
heritage assembly on
river Krishna on July 18,
2022. The assembly aimed at apprising students about the rich
culture and heritage of river Krishna. It commenced with
Chetna Bhardwaj and Tamana
Gurjar of Class VI chanting
shlokas accompanied by the
melodious instrumental music by

students of Class IV-VII. Aanvikshika Gupta of Class VIII delivered a speech and Kanishka of
Class VII conducted a quiz on
river Krishna. Class IV students
performed a skit and the enthralling dance performance by
the girls of Class V was a complete showstopper. The assembly
concluded with a vote of thanks
by Aashvi Tripathi of Class IX,
followed by the school song and
National Anthem. G T

Students choose steel tiffins over plastic
During circle time they were
shown informative videos, and
were apprised of small steps they
can take in daily life to reduce

the use of plastic. They also
pledged to save the environment
by using reusable cloth bags and
steel containers to carry food. G T

Highlighting the heritage and origin of river Krishna

